Abstract. An all-sky CCD imager has been used to measure the properties of short period gravity waves present over the Hawaiian Islands during the ALOHA-93 campaign. Observations of emissions from four different altitudes provided a capability to describe the vertical as well as the horizontal structure of the wave field. On several occasions during this campaign an unusual morphology. wave pattern was detected that consisted of a group of small-scale waves oriented in the same direction. These were most noticeable in the OI (557.7 nm) emission, altitude ~96 km, and were usually observed in association with a larger scale gravity wave. This paper presents a preliminary analysis of data recorded on the night of 22 October during which both types of waves were prominent. 
Introduction
Since gravity waves were first recognizexl as an imtx•nt atmospheric phenomenon [Hines, 1960] considerable observational and theoretical research has ensued. These efforts have established the importance of such motions in driving the mean circulation and thermal structure of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere via wave energy and momentum transpcn• [Fritts, 1989 ], yet the processes responsible for the variability, interactions and saturation of the gravity wave spectrum remain poorly understood at present. Images of the nightglow emissions from several different layers offer a unique three-dimensional measurement capability for quantifying the effects of small-scale wave motions on the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere (~80-100 kin). Most nightglow image measurements reported in the literature concern short-period motions (<1 hour) and fall into two distinct categories termed "bands" and "ripples". Bands are extensive, long-lasting wave patterns exhibiting horizontal wavelengths (Xa)of several tens of kilometers and horizontal phase velodties (v•) of up to 100 ms 4 [Clairemidi et al., 1985] . with a vertically evanescent character at nightglow altitudes. The unusual morphology of these patterns discriminates them from smallscale "ripple" events and in this case an explanation for their appearance may lie in the interference of two comparable band-type motions progressing at dosely spaced azimuths. Similar type smallscale waves were observed on several occasi• during this campaign (primarily at OI wavelengths), and their orientations were also found to be near perpendicular to that of a concurrent larger scale wave pattern. A detailed study on the role of the larger scale wave motions will be made in due course. Together, these observations suggest an important capability for quantitative gravity wave studies combining optical measurements of wave structure over an extended altitude with simultaneous ground-•ed wind measurements.
